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Understanding Cinema: Climate  

 

Session 03 

19-9-15 

 

[Jeanne's film is called Jouer Ponette – it looks brilliant.] 

 

There are thousands of clips that could be used. 

The interplay between inside and out is of interest to us.  

 

Clip from Citizen Kane -The Union Forever 

 

That scene offers a real mastery of inside and outside contrast. Pretty much everything is there. 

 

He now goes on to talk about 'Cabanes'.  The building of huts, bivvies or shelters. 

Enclosed spaces, which are open, exposed to the climate, but we also have an aspect which is 

opened to the elements.  

It's an ancient thing in humankind, to construct these lean to structures. Community and sense of 

childhood, sense of the start of human society.  It's something very primal.  

Tarzan was a maker of shelters... 

The first tarzans are on DVD, after all, but there's not much footage of his cabin building in it.  

The origin myths. 

 

Melancholia looks at this with relation to the end of the world. 

Building the cabin with the child.   

Not a fan of Von Treer, but this is amazing he says.  

 

Clip from Melancholia 

The shelter creates an imaginary space of safety a magic circle, a fairy circle which protects us from 

all the evils of the world.  But obviously doesn't.  
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Nanook's Igloo keeps him safe and warm.  It's a wonderful construction. It's not only protection 

there's also a lovely element of design about it.  How it's cleaned inside to allow the light to come 

through. It's both primitive and very refined as an archetecural type.  

 

Clip from Nanook of the North 

 

It's a wonderful economical exploration of architecture. Nothing is wasted at all.   

It's all to isolate human warmth.  

The gestures he uses as he works are fascinating.  

 

This clip is mythical and reminiscent of Robinson Cruso, where a couple run away to be in the 

country away from the police.  

 

Clip from Badlands by Terrence Malik 

 

They're running away as he's killed her father.  

Fantastic clip. 

He thinks that he's the great film maker of the elements.  

The thin red line features a great attention to nature and weather. 

In this clip they return to a primitive existence but rather elaborate.  

Where they can have a room for an afternoon nap etc.  

It's clear that it's been made by a team of 20 but that's ok as we accept the fiction.  

 

On the internet there's a guy you can follow who makes brilliant cabanes and tree houses. We see 

him make them from the start.  

Primitive Technologies is his website. George Dennis.   

 

Nomadic cabins. The people who have time to make them.   

 

Cabins are very close to the elements, like the Indian tee pee or wigwam. 

Things made from precarious materials. Thin materials.  

In Finland they have little structures to cook meats and so on.  
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Tepees are secondary to the primary house where we refined the primitive, the more simple.  

 

The construction can be made from anything.  

 

Clip from Claire's Knee by Eric Rohmer  

 

In the little shelter by the water.  

What's interesting is how the image is between the rain and the shelter but the rain runs always 

through it as a sound affect.  

I think it's really badly done though. Not the same rain track. Poo to it.  

It's worth showing as there's no uniform I to the sound of the rain.  That's worth pointing out.  How 

can you find a uniform sound source.  

 

He's protect from the elements while she's not, it gives us a lovely shot - counter shot structure.  

Rohmer is shit  

 

Clip from Rue Cases Negres – Sugar Cane Alley 

 

In the outside world there's life carrying on and inside there's a more quiet, sombre world of the 

dead and the immediate family.  

 

In the badlands clip, there's a strong memory of the Vietnam war, the hiding holes, and also the 

natural weapons. It recalls it.  

 

Think also of Pather Panchali – and the rain coming in the sack cloth windows. 

 

 

 


